Geochemical Investigations in the Michigan Basin:
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Two case studies were conducted in the Michigan Basin during the time period 2000-2005 to test the efficiency of surface
geochemistry in reducing exploration risk. These studies were sponsored by the DOE Class Revisit Program and were conducted at Vernon Field in Isabella County and in Springfield Township in Manistee County. In the Vernon study, microbial
geochemical sampling was carried out on appropriately spaced grids prior to and after the demonstration drilling occurred.
Most of these samples were send to GMT in Ochelata, OK for microbial processing. Weak microbial anomalies were detected
that proved non-commercial. An expanded sampling program was then conducted over the entire Vernon Field and the surrounding area to determine to what extent the field had been depleted and whether any further drilling should be contemplated. Results from over 1100 gridded samples revealed that a severe depletion halo existed over the entire field, with
several bright spots, thought to be shallow (Stray?) gas, on the margins of the field. At Springdale, a different approach was
taken in which shallow soil samples were taken over the proposed trajectory of a horizontal well and the absorbed soil gases
were analyzed for light hydrocarbons (C1-C8+) from the fine-grained fraction by Direct Geochemical in Golden, CO. These
data were then compared with the light hydrocarbon data (C1-C4) collected during drilling by the mud logger. The subsurface
gas data clearly delineates the productive intervals and work is in progress to see to what extent the surface data reflects
those trends.
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The objectives of this study were (1) to identify depleted oil fields that might have recoverable hydrocarbons, and (2) demonstrate
how hydrocarbons could be recovered. Two
fields in the Michigan Basin were selected,
Vernon Field in Isabella County and an area
near Springdale in Manistee County (see
location map). Vernon Field was a depleted
field that had produced over 5 million barrels
of oil since 1930 while Springdale was technically not a depleted field but was located in
the pinnacle reef trend of Northern Michigan
and the target was the Niagaran Formation,
the main producing horizon for the prolific
pinnacle reef play.
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API: 21-057-29739-0000
Gratiot County, T10N - R2W - Sec 8
TD: 17,466 Feet
Formation at TD: Granite Wash
Completion Date: 11/3/1975
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Vernon Field was analyzed first by a variety
of means, including historical production
plots as well as structural and isopach
maps. 2-D seismic lines were shot for the
project to confirm structure. Surface
geochemistry was used a primary tool to
see if it could locate bypassed pay.

A series of geochemical techniques were investigated, including trace elements, soil gas,
iodine, headspace gas and surface microbial. In the end it was decided to use the surface
microbial technique from GMT (GeoMicrobial Technologies) out of Ochelata, OK. Primarily
because the technique appeared to give reliable, repeatable, results that could be easily
interpreted by standard plots of the analyses returned from GMT.
In addition the sample collection methods were simple and did not require return visits to
collect installed samplers, as is the case with absorption sampling. The microbial techniques
did require that samples arrive at the lab in Ochelata within 24-48 hours, but this was not a
problem in the Vernon area. The Springdale Play was developed after the conclusion of the
Vernon Field study and all the insights and experience gained there could be transferred to
that study. In order to test other surface geochemical techniques, we shifted to soil gas sampling using technology and analyses from Direct Geochemical out of Golden Colorado.

The main reasons for this were reliability and reproducibility as well as the ability to collect
data on more than one parameter, in this case, the light hydrocarbon gases adsorbed on the
fine-grained soil fraction. In addition, this method used essentially the same sample collection protocol as the microbial technique and in principle would have allowed fairly direct
comparison of the two techniques had we chosen to do so. The Springdale study did differ
from Vernon Field in one major way. At Springdale, the field was to be developed via a
series of horizontal wells, discussed elsewhere on this poster, and it was decided to sample
along the trajectory of the proposed well rather than over a grid. The reasons were twofold:
one, we could sample at very close intervals, 50 - 100 feet, and two we could compare the
results directly with the C1-C4 data from the mud log. In addition, Springdale was densely
forested with numerous swamps and irregular terrain so that grid sampling would have been
difficult. This choice also allowed comparison between two markedly different sampling patterns and to our knowledge is the first surface geochemical study to sample only along the
horizontal trajectory. This strategy, if successful, could greatly reduce sampling and lab
costs while increasing the sample density along the area of interest.
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In general we conclude that almost all of the surface geochemical techniques worked in the
sense that they did detect demonstrable signals from buried hydrocarbons. Some had more
appeal to us due to our specific backgrounds and some had the advantage of simplicity,
both in sample collection and data interpretation. Costs, which are a critical factor, vary
widely as we discovered and we generally tended to choose the more economical (at the
time) methods. We expand on these thoughts in the panels to the right and left containing
the Vernon Field and Springdale case studies.
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BOWERS 4-25 #1
The Bowers 4-25 well (right) was originally planned as a multi-lateral well to further extend
the Vernon Field redevelopment, but after the first demonstration well, the State Vernon &
Smock 13-23, came up dry, and the surface geochemistry suggested a marginal well at the
proposed Bowers site, the drilling plan was changed to a vertical well. When the Bowers
well failed to establish a viable production interval in the Dundee, and the dolomite came in
14 feet below the oil-water contact, the well was abandoned. In this case, the results
fromthe surface geochemistry helped avoid the cost of an expensive lateral well.
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